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What is market day ? What are stalls? Why can't we stop
asking questions?!? Ahhhhhhhhh! Our Market Day success
happened Thursday week 8. It was very stressful and horrible,
how do business owners do this every day? Just imagine
seeing nearly dead students slaving away on their business
plans all day and all night… The horror! Obviously that didn't
actually happen. We are alive thanks to our lovely teachers
who gave us a whole 8 weeks of work time. We think we used
our time very well! [maybe … oh ok well admit it we did get
distracted here and there hehehe]. 

We asked some groups how “excited" they were and got some
insightful answers. Sadly our wonderful Lynette couldn’t see
our incredible results, don’t worry we filled her in! So many
students were so excited, one of our lovely year 4’s said she
was “SOOOO excited about the Bubble Disco because it was
very cheap, only 2 tickets and also because it was super fun
and totally not because my big brother Henry is in that group.” 
Continues page 2
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Market Day Success!
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Market Mayhem
By The Russian Spy and Purple Fluffy Monster The Smiley M&M's

Answers

What is the color of an
emerald? Green
On a farm, what is a kid?
Baby Goat
In which capital city of
Europe would you find the
Eiffel Tower? Paris
A scientist who studies
rocks is called a what?
Geologist
How many bones do sharks
have? Zero
What percentage of the
brain is made up of water?
75%
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Guardians of the galaxy vol 2 is an
amazing movie! I am Groot. Sadly, the
film is rated M due to some intense
violence and 2 scenes of gore! But hey,
maybe your parents will let you watch
it? I am Groot. The film is among the
most funny marvel movies! It has an
excellent and dance worthy soundtrack.
If you enjoy some 70’s and 80’s music
then this is for you! I am Grrrooooottt,
Woah! language! You will scream with
laughter and maybe shed a tear or two.
Steve LOL gives it 5/5!

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol 2

Headline Story continued...

Market Day was really hard guys! We needed to learn how to
research, work as a team and provide goods and services to
be successful. One particularly conscientious student, Billy
Moffitt said ‘It was incredibly hard to prepare, we spent a
whole 8 weeks of our lives on this! If it didn't pay off...’

And it didn’t stop there! 5/6 were exhausted after the rest of
the school went back to class, even Peppa Pig was tired...and
then! Manuel comes and makes us clean up the mess! We
found a lot of great stuff, squished chocolate, nerf bullets
and other tasty items. Delicious! 

It turns out running a business isn’t all glitz and glamour…
There is quite a lot of hard work and problem solving
involved. It was so tough for all the 5/6’s and our 3 lovely
teachers, Laura, Lynette and Yueni. We thank our teachers
very much for making this day possible and our awesome
Lathamites for being such incredible customers! We hope
you had a wonderful day!

By Steve LOL

Smiley M&M's KenKen!
Fill in each square cell in the puzzle with a number between 1
and the size of the grid. For example, in a 5×5 grid, use the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5. Use each number exactly once in each
row and each column. Use the operation up the top of the
group outlined to add or subtract the numbers to equal the
number up the top of the group. 

Smiley M&M's Trivia
According to legend, who led a
gang of merry outlaws in
Sherwood Forest in Nottingham,
England?
What is the name of the pirate in
Peter Pan?
In which continent is the country
of Egypt found?
How many grams are there in a
kilogram?
What’s the colored part of the
human eye called?
Which planet is closest to our
sun?
Which famous ocean liner sank on
her first voyage in 1912?
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How crazy has it been this year?!?! If I was playing
cards, well I would have folded by now. Covid has
been a crazy time and it would be simple to tell
you how to survive the crazy 2020! Well you're in
luck, because I can give you 3 simple tips. No more,
no less, just 3.

The first one is super simple. Wash your hands!
Scrub your hands with soap and water for 20
seconds before you eat, get home and before you
cook just to keep your doomed ones, I mean loved
ones, healthy! 

You should also eat the right food like suits and
vegetables, NO,FRUITS AND VEGETABLES! What’s
happening to my worlds, so sorry I meant my
words! Anyway, eating a variety of fruits and
veggies can really boost your immune system so
you don’t get sick and DIE!!!

Finally, pick your nose AND EAT IT! Sorry! I mean
DON’T PICK YOUR NOSE AND EAT IT! THAT’S
DELICIOUS!!-I MEAN IT’S DISGUSTING! You know
who you are and so do your teachers!  Don’t do it!
It’s spreading germs on your fingers and up your
nose, just gross! Remember! We’re a team here at
Latham Primary, we have to work together to get
through 2020!

2020 - A Survival Guide Guess the Teacher

Do these faces look familiar? How many can you
name? Answers in the October edition!

By AlphcraftBy Readme

Happy Holidays

From us at the Latham Times, we hope you have
a wonderful break and come back to school
ready for another awesome term! Have fun, stay
safe... and maybe clean your room!


